Case Study: VOA Architecture & Interior Design Firm

Objective:
Located in a high-profile heritage building in downtown, VOA’S new studio spans two
long narrow floors with street presence. This unique vantage point offered an ideal
opportunity for the firm to make a declaration about its view on workplace design.
The concept was to create a highly integrated, highly effective open plan space that
expresses energy, creativity and connectivity. To achieve a modern environment that
reflected and reinforced the organization’s culture and dynamic approach to design.

Client: VOA Associates Incorporated, Washington, DC Office
Product: Rolflex

Project Scope:
50 workstations for open office environment

Solution: The ROLFLEX product perfectly
suited the new headquarters; maintaining
openness with a refined aesthetic that easily
supported the human and technological needs
of the space while providing multi-functional
storage.
Due to the design of the building, the Rolflex
product had to be tailored to accommodate
the unusual conditions of the columns and a
narrow footprint. To respond to the construction
challenges a special adaptation of the Rolflex
product was manufactured to address the
unique space and performance requirements.
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Results: With few walls and rows of open
workstations, the space facilitates communication
and collaboration. Transparent conference rooms,
open teaming and lounge areas impart a light,
energetic work environment filled with opportunities
to exchange ideas and materials freely.
Benefits: Clever, compact workstations make
efficient use of space. Primary Desks provide a
generous worksurface with concealed, easy access
File, Binder and CPU storage. A secondary
return offers additional storage to reduce clutter
and improve organization.
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1. Resource Centre
2. Rolflex Workstations (User Side)
3. Rolflex Workstations (Front View)
4. Rolflex Workstations (Inside View)
5. Rolflex Visitor Workstations
Back Cover 6. Informal Meeting Area
Back Cover 7. Boardroom
Cover. Reception
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Design by HIERLIHYCOPIL.com

419 Jevlan Drive, Unit 1
Vaughan, ON. L4L 8A9
www.in2-design.com
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